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PROBLEMS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN GERMANY,

WITH SPECIAL APPLICATION TO CONDITIONS IN THE UNITED SPATES.

I. CONTINUATION SCROOLS FOR BOYS TN UNSKILLED
OCCUPATIONS IN BERLIN.

'True to the traditions of education, the present vocational educe-,
tion movement in the United States began at the top, seeking first`
to provide adequate preparation for workers in the highly skilled
industries. It soon became apparent that this was only part of the
problem. Such special studies as Mr. A. D. Dean's "EdUcation of
Workers in the Shoe Industry" brought out clearl, what was already
known in a general way, that the modern factory system has trans-
formed highly skilled trades of a century ago into industries of to-day
in which the great majority of the work is low-grado.skilled or un-I
skilled. More recently Miss Anna Hedges, from her study of 617 .

girls at work, became so impressed with the fact that girls going into
industry are destined to spend their time performing some one small
process on the product of their shop, or mill, or .factory, rather than
to practice a trade that she exclaims: ``Trade scihools belong to the--
past when preparation for trades was needed." The Richmond sur-
vey showed that in that important industrial city of 135,000 popula-
tion it was not wise to establish a trade school, because of the
comparatively small demand for highly skilled labor. The experience
of Massachusetts and New York, the two States winch have been at
work longest on vocational education, shows tha far more is in-
volved than the establishment and maintenance o ado schools for
skilled industries, important as this is: There seems ttle doubt that'
additional investigation and experience will reveal still more clearly
that the number of men and women engaged in skilled industries far
which definite trade schools are desirable is much smaller than has
been generally supposed, and that a system of vocational education
which can lay any claims to completeness must make large provision
for boys and girls who are engaged, or soon will be engaged, in un-
skilled and loW-grade skilled industries.

This problem is less serious in Germany than in the United States,
because the handicraft system there has withstood better the en-
croachments of the factory system. According to recent figures 30
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8 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN .GERMANY.

per .cent of German industry is still carried on under the handicraft
system, svhilo in this country the proportion has fallen to 3 per'cont.
Yet the comprehensive German scheme of industrial education in-
cludes provision for the unskilled worker as well us for tlmone who is
fimployed in the most highly skilled occupation.

In view of growing interest in this phase of vocational education,
it seems worth while to examine with some care the German plan for
training unskilled workers. However, it is not.the purpose at the
present to present what is.dono in Germany, as a whole, or even in
Prussia as s whole, but only in the capital city of bothBerlin. It
should be kept in mind, also, that the discussion deals only with
the training of unskilled workers and not with that of those engaged
in low-grade skilled industries.

A few words concerning continuation school organization are
necessary. 'These schools in Berlin operate under the national
industrial law of 1891, which authorizes communities to 'establish
such schools and require attendance. A city ordinance was passed
in 1905 making attendance compulsory for all male industrial and
commercial employees from the time they leave the elementary
school at 14 years of ago till their seventeenth year is completed.
The ordinance provides, also, for not less than 4 nor inure than 6
hours of instruction per week. In 1913 an ordinance was passed
establishing compulsoryicontinuation. Schools for employed girls
between the same ages, or until marriage. During the year 1913-14
the enrollment of boys for the two semesters was distributed among
the three types of continuation schools as follows: Industrial, 15,902;
commercial, 6,261; unskilled, 13, 874; total, 36037. During the
sa:me year, which was their first year of existence, the compulsory
cmitinuation schools for girls melted: Industrial, 1,604; commer7
.vial, 2,798; unskilled, 1,890; total, 6,292. Only the first year's
work cif the girls' schools was Offered in 1,913714. From the figures
given it would appear that when the full three years' course is
installed about half as many girls as boys will attend the compulsory
continuation schools. It is also worthy of note that a considerably
smaller proportion of girls are in unskilled occupations, the per-
centage of the total being about 30 for the girls and 40 for the boys.
Since another section is devoted to vocational education for girls,
the boys' schools alone will recuive consideration here.

For the purposes of continuation school management the city of
Berlin is ed into 10 districts. Each district has a continuation.
school, or' group of schools, in a central building. Most districts
have from one to two'additional departments, located in elementary
school buildings because the centratbuildings were found inadequate
to accommodate all the pupils required by city ordinance to attend.
Few of the trades are taught in more than one district, and none of
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CONTINUATION SCHOOLS FOR BOYS.

them in more than five. On the other hand, classes for unskilled
workers are maintained in each of the 10 districts.

Boys engaged in unskilled occupations must attend a continuation
school for unskilled workers in the district where their homes are
located. Until recently they attended in the district where they -
were employed, because of greater convenience in reaching the
school; but this was found unsatisfactorybecause changes in employ-
ment, which are frequent with these boys,, often necealitated trans-
fers from one school to another.

The bo,ys are required to attend 4 hours per week, 2 hours less
, than the time required of apprentices in.the iradas and in commerce.
In nearly all cases the 4 hours are divided into two periods of ? hours
each,,,,coming at the same time on two nonconsecutive days of the`
week. School principals in arranging the, schedule of classes and in
assignment of pupils to classes consult the convenience of employers.
For example, if an employer has several boys w".. ho are required to
attend these schools, their hours are arranged so that only part of
them are away from their work at one time. Also,. out of deference
to theishes of employers, the great .majority of classes meet late
in the day.. Half of the classes for'unskilled workers have their
sessions from 6 to 8 'o'clock in the evening; about on-third of the
remainder meet from 5 to 7 o'clock. Sixty per cent of all the con-
tinuation school work for unskilled workem"is (lone after 6 o'clock
in the afternoon. An instructor in the school of district, number one
remarked that classes meeting early in the morning are most satis-
factory, not only because the boys are fresher then, but alsd because
when they come directly from home they are more regular. There are
certain conditions under which an employer may have a boy excused
from school for a day, and ho is more likely to take advantage of
this privilege when the boy has been at work part of the (lay and is
due at the school in the afternoon than if he has to ..w.,...ange for this
the day before. The same instructor assured me neveCtlieless -that
the school will not be imposed upon by employers in' the matter of
excusing boys, and that the attendance averages about 90 per cent.
It happened that the day the writer of this report visited 'his class
only 13 out of 30 boys were present, kut he explained that an unu-
sual number were excused because it was Holy Wa*k and employers
needed their unskilled helpers in preparation for glister and the
Easter holidays more than at any other time of the year.

The teachers of the -continuation classes for unskilled workers are
almost entirely from the elementary schools. In fact nearly all of
them are now teaching in elementary schools as their principal.work
and spend from 2 to 6 hours per week in continuation-school teaching
in addition. ,Possibly this accounts in part for the large amount' of
continuation-achool work in the late afternoon or early evening,.
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10 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN GERMANY.

though the principal reason is the one given above. A few teachers,
devote their entire time, 24 hours per week, to teaching these classes
and the tendency is to increase this class of teachers, correspondingly.
decreasing the part-time teachers. The rnei1 of both groups have
'had the usual training of a Prussian elementary teacher, which
covers 8 years beyond the elementary school, 3 years in a prepara-
tory school, and the same length of time in a traininj school for
teachers. They are selected because of special interest in and
fitness for continuation - schoolwork.

Employers do not feel as kindly toward the schoolS for unskilled
workers as toward the industrial and commercial continuation
schools. They recognize the value of the instruction given in the
latter schools'and see that their establishments are directly benefited
by it. On the other hand, they, or many of them, can not see what
benefit their business will derive from the instruction given their
Unskilled help. For this reason they chafe more under the necessity
of excusing their unskilled employees. .

The conditions of attendance at the continuation school for un-
skilled workers differ from those for the industrial and commercial
continuation schools only in the employment of the boy. The age
limits are the same. It is evident that these schools are a sort of
dragnet to gather in all employed boys from 14. to 17 years of age,
inclusive, who are not in the industrial' or commercial continuation
schools. Office boys, errand boys, shop helpers (not apprentices),
house servants, and pages constitute the greater part of this largo
group. Some of them enter these occupations because of difficulty
in obtaining apprenticeships, every few changing to apprenticeships
later. The majority go into unskilled occupations because they offer
bettor wages to boys of 14, 15, and 16 years of age than can be
earned in apprenticeship. The unskilled workers receive 8 to. 10
marks per week the first year as compared with 2.5 marks for the
apprentice, 10 to 12 marks per week the second year as compared
with 3 or 4 marks, for the apprentice, and 12 to 16 or even 18 marks
the third year as compared with 5 to 7 marks for the apprentice.
A few of these boys have not the ability or persistence necessary to
learn a skilled trade if they could find the opportunity to do so.
On the other hand, many of the brightest and most capable boys, as
judged by their work in the elementary schools, are obliged to
become errand boys, office boys, pages, Qtc,, because the wages they
can earn. are, absolutely necessary for the support of the family.
Once one of these boys enters an unskilled occupation, it is next to
impossible for him to break away from it. If his wages are needed
for the support of the family when he is 14 years old, they will be
needed when he is 15, 18, and 17. He can not prepare during this
Aims, should. he, desire to do so, to enter a skilled trade when the
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family no longer can claim his wages, for he must attend the eon.,
tinuation school for unskilled workers. He can not, however musk
he may wish to do so,' attend an industrial continuation school, and
even if he could, this would not pave his way for entrance to a trade,
for the instruction in this school is only supplementary to the actual
shop training acquired by the apprentice in the trade. Should he
desire to attend a voluntary industrial continuation school evenings
or Sundays in addition to attending the compulsory school for un-
skilled workers ho. can not, because none is admitted to these schools
unless employed in the trade taught. Finally, he can not hope to
enter one of the middle industrial schools when 18 or '20 yoars old,
even if ho were able to pay-the fees, because no student is,Cdmitted
to these schoolswho has not had trade experience or a 6-year sec-
ondary school course. On the other hand, his associations at work
and in the continuation school are mostly with boys who have no
unbition beyond unskilled labor. These associations, with his own
discouraging outlook, an elementary schooling which leaves out of
account the development of initiative, and a general organization of
society based on class distinctions, help to bind him to a life of
unskilled labor no matter how capable and industrious he may be
when he completes the elementary school: The fact that in the year
1911-12there were 2,636 boys in the first semester class and 2,775,
an increase of 139, in the third semester class of unskilled workers,
while the corresponding figures for metal workers were T,576 and
1,344, a decrease of 232, suggests that far more drop from the skilled
trades into unskilled occupations than are able to go the other way.

The course of study has much in common with those of the indus-
trial and commercial continuation schools, though the latter give
less time to these common features and focus on the technical aspects
of the occupations which they supplement. The course is divided
into three parts under the headings (1) "The youthful worker in
his personal relations," (2) "The youthful worker in his activity,"
and (3) "The worker in community life." Each of these parts
comprises a year's work. The work of each year is further sub-
divided into (1) knowledge *ncerning occupation and citizenship,
(2) written work, and (3) arithmetic, all of which are carried on
simultaneously and are closely coordinated.

The first five weeks of the first year are devoted to consideration
of entrance into industrial lifechoice of occupation, skilled and
unskilled work, obtaining a position, meaning of work, and the con-
tinuation school. The written work of this period includes appli-
cations for positions, addressing envelopes properly, notices of change
of work, and written exercises based on talks by the teacher, and
submitted to him for correction. The teacher's talk takes its cue
from the subject under consideration, but is not always closely
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related to it, Or of real practical value to the boys. In a class for
unskilled workers in the Wartenburg Street school, visited in April,
1914, the teacher told the story of the discovery and development of
printing. Aftei questioning the class for some minutes and calling on
individuals to repeat parts of the story, he told them to write in their
exercise books on "Gutenberg, the inventor of printing"--a subject
rather remote from the activities of the average errand boy or page.
The arithmetic of the same period deals with the four fundamental
operations with integers and fractiofis, and with percentage, all as
applied to problems arising in connection with entrance into indus-
trial life. For example, exercises are given in reckoning the cost of
advertising in the newspaper for positions, and in reducing the cost
by careful wording.

A period of six weeks follows, devoted to the boy's place in the
new society of workers. The character and purpose of the work
book and the wage book are considered, the usual regulations affect-
ing unskilled work; moral restraints, obligations to the employer,
and restrictions on the employee in dealing with other. men. The
written work of this period includes use of the work book and work
ticket, both of which require filling out, writing excuses for absence
from work on account of sickness, and exercise work similar to that
mentioned above. The arithmetic consists of exercises connected
with personal needs and with wages. Eighteen weeks are then
occupied with care of the health, under the four headings (1) personal
regimenfood, temperance, alcohol; clothing, care of the skin; (2)
care of health in home and workshopventilation, heat, light; (3)
first aid in accidents; (4) use of leiSure time for physical training,
travel, play, improvement, information, and amusement. The writ-
ten work of this period is exercise work and letter writing and the
arithmetic consists of exercises connected with the care of health.

A fourth period lasting seven weeks deals with welfare provisions
insurance and welfare arrangements (1) in case of sickness, (2) in
case of accident, (3) in case of invalidity and old age. In addition
to exercises closely related to insurance, the written work includes
filling out accident notices, invalidity cards, etc. The arithmetic
exercises are connected with cases arising under the insurance laws
and welfare arrangements.

The remaining four weeks of the firs t year are used in summarizing
or reviewing the work of the year.

The general topic of the second'year is 'The youthful worker in
his activity." The first half of the year is devoted to his activities
in trade, particularly to things likely to come in the work of an
errafid boy. A study of trade within the city, accompanied by
written exercises conneeted with orders, bills, receipts, package
delivery, ete., is followed by study of railway or freight trade,
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with written exercises in filling out bills of lading, shipping tags,
etc., postal trade with exercises in addressing ordinary and- reg-
ister packages, and the transfer of money by means of money
orde14)1, checks, and drafts.' Additional written exercises are given
w' each stage' of the work; also many problems in arithmetic,
such as come up in tho usual activities of the errand boy, or other
unskilled worker in local, freight, or parcel-post trade.

The second half year begins with the boy's activities in the work-
shop, _taking up a study of the most important products of hand-
work and industry in Berlin, laws regulating workshops, examples
of division of labor and cooperation of effort, with suitable written
and arithmetical exercises. Then follows a consideration of (1) the
meaning and kinds of wages, protection of wages, and intelligent
expenditure of wages; (2) laws affecting work relations, service con-
tracts, labor contracts, responsibility for performance of accepted
commissions; and (3) the meanink of work, its value to the individual,
possibilities of promotion, and value of labor to the State and to
society.. ,

During tile third year the worker's social and civic relations are
considered under the general topic, "The Worker in Community Life."
Eleven weeks are devoted to the worker in the family. The place of
the family in civilization and in human welfare, the responsibility of
parents for providing food, clothing, and shelter, thrift in 4M,estic
management, the most important things connected with parental
authority, with inheritances and wills, with guardianship and educa-
tion of wards, and with the duties of children are considered. Arith-
metic exercises of this period are based on home management, savings
accounts, life insurance, and fire insurance, and include family book-
keeping. Three weeks are occupied with the "The Worker as a
Member of Societies and Associations "rent' and building associa-
tions, savings and loan associations, trade-unions, improvement and
social clubs. Attention is given during eight weeks to the worker as
a member of the community. Arrimgements of the community for
the welfare of its citizenspublic health provisions, care of the poor
and of orphans, provisions for education, local taxes, and the prin-
cipal features of local government are discussed. Finally, the last
14 weeks of the course, aside from 4 weeks for review, are devoted

A to "The Worker as a Citizen of the State." The organization and
authority of the Empire, the Kaiier, the Federal Council, the Par-
liament, the revenues of the Empire, the army and nai'y are given
attention in turn, followed by a similar study of the Kingdom of
Prussia: The arithmetic exercises of this period center around taxes
and customs duties. Much of the wtitten'work of the third year is
on. the subject of authority.
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It is CustOnlarylor one teacher to have charge of all the worl: of a
class, just as in the elementary school. The purposi3 of this arrange-.
meat is to secure unity and to give the teacher greater personal
interest in his boys. All of the work except aritlunetic is 'taught
without textbooks. In arithmetic a small paper -bound textbook,
planned especially to meet the requirements of the course for unskilled
workers, is used. This book is one of a series of 12 arithineties pre-
pared by 'a group of continuation school directors or principals,
the others being for the principal trades. The methods of kite
are those of the - elementary school, with such modifications as are
required by the difference in content of tlui soul-se. To be sure, some
teachers succeed better than others in making these modifications.

Discipline is a much more serious 'hatter than in the industrial or
commercial continuation schools. On the one hand, most of the boys
who are troublesome in the elementary school because of bad condi-
tions at home or lack of ambition find their way into the continuation
school for unskilled workers. On the other hand, the school lessons
are less interesting, make a less direct appeal to them, are less closely
related to their work than is the case with apprentices. Designed to
meet the needs of boys in all classes of unskilled occupations, these
lessons do not meet the needs of any with such definiteness as char-
acterizes the courses of the industrial continuation schools. Also,
differences in ability between the two classes of boys, taking them
as a whole, which influence discipline, are very marked. Thetwriter
observed more disorder and lack of attention in one class of unskilled
workers in Berlin, mostly when the teacher's back was turned, than
in the scores of industrial and commercial classes visited in Berlin
and other parts of Germany; and the instructor informed me that
the boys in a certain other section of the city were much more dis-
orderly than in his school. Though many boys dislike to attend
these schools, truancy is infrequent becaUse of the severity of the
punishmtInt. A teacher pointed out to me a boy who absented him-
self one. ,day without excuse. He was notified to report the next

iNsrnoon at the school, io spend three or four hours in making
up lost time. He failed to report and was absent the following week.
The next Sunday at 6 a. m. a policeman roused him from sleep, took
him w the police station till 1 o'clock and then turned him over to the
school, where he was kept during the afternoon. There was a note
of satisfaction in the teacher's voice as he added, "That boy has not
been absentsince."

.
The most important 'feature of thetie schools is compulsory attend-

ance for three or four years after the elementary, school course is
completed. This lengthened period of State responsibility for the
education of all its employed youth not only constitutes the basis of
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all that has been accomplished, but also makes possible large devel-
opments and improvements in the future which would be out of the
question without tho'adoption of this principle. Compulsory attend-
ance means much more to the schCola for unskilled workers than to
industrial continuation schools, for the latter Rave the encouragement
and support of the guilds, and the technical subjects taught in them
are essential- to success in apprenticeship. No workers' organiza-
tions concern .themselves about schools for unskilled workers, and
the very terra "unskilled" implies what has appeared so clearly in
the course of study outlined above, that no technical knowledge'is
necessary. There is every reason to believe that if the compulsory
attendance ordinaneb were repealed the

the
continuation

schools would be affected but little, while the schools for unskilled
workers would have to be discontinued for want of pupils.

It would be difficult to find anywhere a better coordinated course
of study 'than the one presented above, in which, t oughout a wide
range of topics, the instruction, the written work, d the arithmetic
all focus on the same topic at the same time. Mo over, this course
abounds in useful information and practice for the ordinary worker,
covering a great variety of the aspects of his life: The teachers are
mature men with thorough pedagogical training, and, generally, keen/
interest in their work, The facilities in every way appear to be quite.
as good, considering the work to be done, as those of the other con-
tinuation schools.

It must be admitted, however, that those schools do not compare
in spirit, in interest, in quality of work done, or in benefits derived by
the pupils with the industrial continuation schools. No one recog-
nizes, this condition More fully than the directors of the continuation
schools themselves, one of whom said to me recently that the biggest
problem' of industrial education in Berlin lies with the 40 per cent
who are in the continuation schools for unskilled workers. It may
be argued with some justice that the course of study is too narrow
and elementary; that it is worked out more with a view to improving
industry than of making the largest contribution lo the needs of the
boy; that the aim is to produce healthy, thrifty, and efficient work-
menand citizens without considering whether at the same time happy
and contented workmen aro produced. However, the problem is
quite as much one Of bringing the boy to. the continuation school age
with right attitudes, habits, and interests as it is one of providing him
with a suitable courseof study. after he gets theie Here. heredity
and home factors enter, over which school ,authorities shav4; little or
no control. But the elementary school alio enters as an iniportant
factora factor which must play a larger part in future considers-
tion of the problem thin\ German -educators are yet willing to admit.
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It is unfortunate that so many bright, capable boys who might
render valuable service to society in skilled industrial, commercial,
or even professional pursuits are bound to lives of unskilled labor
simply because their parents are poor. To be sure this condition.
exists in all countries, and none can claim to have' made great progress
in remedying it. It is to be regretted, however, that the German
scheme of industrial education, which is so comprehensive in charac-
ter and has so many admirable features, should not only fail to pro-
vide a remedy, or partial remedy, but should actually close the door
of opportunity on these boys. Some day we shall measure the effi-
ciency of an educational system by its success in discovering and
conserving ability and placing it where it can roach its highest de-
velopment and render its largest service as well as by success in de-
veloping such ability as comes to the school iii the ordinary course of
events.

One other feature of these schools for unskilled workers must come'
in for a word of criticism, namely, the schedule of classes which places
60 per cent of the work after 6 o'clock in the evening. The objec-
tions to this are so obvious that it is not necessary to discuss them
here. This comprothise with employers, who objected to excusing
boys during the busy part of the day, will, no doubt, be remedied
in time.

II. CONTINUATION SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN
BERLIN.

In the many reports published in the United States concerning
industrial and commercial- edUcation in Germany, comparatively
little space has been given to continuation schools for girls. This has
been due to the relative unimportance of these schools industrially
and commercially as compared with the schpols for boys. Recently,
however, this condition has been changing rapidly. Munich, in 1914,
reorganised her compulsory continuation schools for girls, and adopted
new coursas of study, in an effort to make us practical provision for
girls as for boys, though recognizing that girls will not have the same
place in industry as boys. Berlin, in 1913, established a coltpulsory
continuation school system for girls, little less comprehensive; account
being takoh of the industrial opportunities of girls, than that pro-
iided earlier for bays. For some years previous to these dates volun-
lary continuation schools for girls and women in all parts of Germany
had been growing steadily in importanc6 and in enrollment.

The new compulsory continuation schools for girls in Berlin are of
sufficient importance to deserve all of this section, but, for the sake
of completeness, a brief account of the voluntary schools will be given
also.

,
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I. VOLUNTARY CONTINUATION SCHOOLS.

Voluntary continuation schools for girls and women in Berlin have
been conducted for a number of years by the city deputation for
trade and continuation schools. In addition, schools founded by
nonpublic agencies have been carried on either solely or pi-rtly for
the purpose of meeting the needs of ambitious girls and young women
who are able to give only a few hours per week to further education
after leaving the day school.

1. SCHOOLS SSTABLISIMD BY THZ CITY.

(1) VOLUNTARY CONTINUATION INSTITUTIONS FOR BOTH SEXES.

These were established originally for young men, but were opened
.to 'women in 1907. They are conducted in buildings used during the
day by secondary schools. They are three in number, one in the
Friedrichs Gymnasium, one in Bertram Realschulo, and one in
Dorotheen Stiidtischen Real Gymnasium. Attendance at these
schools does not excuse from attendance at the compulsory continua-
tion schools. Their aim is to offer opportunity for those having
completed the equivalent of a middle school course to carry on their
education, especially in English, French, and commercial subjects,
after entering- upon their occupations.

Fees and 1.25 marks per week-hour for each semester; that is, a
pupil taking four hours' work per week would pay 5 marks, or $1.25,
each semester. All but two classeCin the three schools meet from
8 to 9.45 p. m., or from 8 to 10 p. in. One class meets from 5 to 7
p. m., and another meets Sundays from 8 to 10 a. m. Most classes
meet twice per week, though in some subjects only one session per
week is held.

The curriculum differs but little in these. three schools. It con-
sists of German, French,' English, commercial arithmetic, drawing,
stenography, typewriting, mathematics, bookkeeping, commercial
correspondence, and penmanship. The enrollment of women in the
three schools for the winter semester 1912-13 was 331 out of a total
enrollment of 991.

(2) VOLUNTARY CONTINUATION SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS.

These schools, 12 in all, are conducted in elementary school build-
ings. Their aim is to strengthen and fill out the training received
in the elementary schools.

Fees vary according to subjects taken, from 0.25 to 1 mark per
week-hour for a semester. Singing and gymnasium work are free.

209P-15-3
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Nearly alhof the classes meet between 2 p. m:and 9 p. m., though a
few have forenoon sessions. In such subjects as tailoring, mending,
and drawing the session usually lasts three hours, the class meeting
only once each week. German, English, and French classes have
two sessions of two hours each per week.

The curriculum is much the same in nine of the schools, con-
sisting of German, citizenship, arithmetic, drawing, bookkeeping,
commercial correspondence, commercial geography, French, Eng-
lish, stenography, typewriting, hand 'needlework, dressmaking,
tailoring, ironing, mending, millinery, singing, gymnastics, and
writing. Some of the schools do .not have all of these subjects but
have others, such as commercial arithmetic, machine embroidery,
trade drawing for tailoresses, and costume drawing. Two of the re-
maining schools teach cooking only, and one combines cooking and
houtekeeping. Most of the cooking classes meet four hours, generally
in two periods.

The attendance during the winter semester; 1913, numb red 7,537
ui the 12 schools, oily 667 Of these being in the three cookink schools.
Classes are most numerous in tailoritig and dressmaking. Type-
writing, German, and stenography come next in popularity,

(3) VOLUNTARY CONTINUATION SCHOOLS FOR UNFORTUNATES.

(a) For .feeble-nanded.Continuation schools for feeble-minded
meet at a special school for feeble-minded children. No fees are
charged. Classes in hand sewing, machine sewing; embroidery and
lace making meet two afternoons each week from 3.30 to 5.30.
Their work in these subjects is preceded by an hour of gymnastics
and followed by a half hour of singing. From 6 to 7 on the same
days German is taught and from, 7 to 8 arithmetic. Housekeeping
is offered twice each week for fout-hours, either- from 9 to 1 or from
3 to 7-o'clock. There were 119 girls in attendance at all the classes
for the feeble-minded during the winter semester, 1912-13.

(b) For deof-nputes.j-Classes for these pnfortunates meet three
evenings each week, between the hours of 8 and 10'p. m. German, .

arithmetic, hand needlework, and cooking are taught. No fees are
charged. The number of giils in attendance was 22 in the.winter
semester of 1913. 4111%.

(e) For the blind.The continuation school for the blind is con-
nected with the city institution for the blind. No fees are charged.
The work given consists of special instruction in reading and writing
with characters for the blind, typewriting, gymnastics, singing, piano,
musical theory, hand needlework, and housework. Fty girls were
in attendance in the winter of 1912-13.
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S. SCHOOLS ESTABLISHED NT NONPUBLIC AGENCIES oarssmo oorrnftraortox
cotrassa FOR GIRLS.

(1) THE INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL TRAINING INSTITUTION FOR
GIRLS AND WOMEN.

This school, conducted for some years by industrial and commer-
cial organizations, was taken over by the city, April 1, 1913. Its
work is carried on in an elementary-school building. Full-time day
courses, covering 28 to 33 holm of class work per week are offered,
for which the fees vary, from 80 to 120 marks per year. Also courses
are offered in single subjects and in small groups of subjects, mostly
in the evenings. German, English, and hand needlework may be
had in the evening for 3 marks per quarter year, and bookkeeping,
stenography, art needlework and ironing for 4.50 marks. Drawing,
painting, and modeling are offered four hours per week for 11.25
marks. The school is organized into two general departments called
the Commercial Preparatory School and the Industrial. School, the
former. being considerably larger than the latter. Nearly a thousand
students in all attend t is institution, mostly in continuation classes.

(2) VICTORIA CO. TINUATION AND TRADE sen6m.

This is one of the best known institutions for girls and women
in Berlin, owing to the high grad( of its work and to the fact that
it was formerly under the patronage of the Empress and 'Queen
Victoria, mother of Emperor William II. Full-time day courses,
day continuation courses, and evening. continuation courses are
offered.

Fees in the evening school are from 1 mark to 1.50 marks per
month, except for cooking, in which it is 10 marks for the semester.
In the day school fees vary from 3 to 12 marks per month, according
to the amount and kind of work taken. Free places. are provided
under certain conditions.

Courses,offered in the day school include German, French, nglish,
history, history of literature, history of art, hygiene, physics, citizen-
ship, household bookkeeping, single and double entry bookkeeping,
commt.rcial irithmetic, citizenship arithmetic, household arithmetic,
.comniCrce and accounts, commercial geography, penmanship, ste-
nography, typewriting, machine sewing, simple needlework;industrial
needlework, art embroidery, drawing, millinery, tailoring, mending,
cooking, ironing, and hairdressing. Nearly all of these subjects are
offered in the oyenings

The attendance in the winter of 1912-13 was 748, of whom 330
Were in evening classes.
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(3) THE CONTINUATION SCHOOL OF TILE BERLIN HANDWORKERS'
ASSOCIATION.

This school, open to both sexes, enrolls about 120 women to E10
men. It offers elementary instruction in German, arithmetic, and
penmanship; commercial instruction in bookkeeping, commercial
arithmetic, commercial correspondence, French, English, and ste-
nography; and technical instruction in freehand drawing for all call-
ings, ornamental and figure" drawing, painting from life, and several
lines of trade drawing. for men. Special classes ill gymnastics and
singing are conducted for women.

(4) TILE COMMERCIAL SCHOOL AND MERCHANTS' CONTINUATION
INSTITUTION FOR GIRLS.

The corporation of the Merchants of Berlin established this school
and still maintain it. As indicated by its name, it has a day .depart-
mont, though most of the instruction in this department is given
between 3 and 8 o'clock p. m. In the continuation department
where the hours are 8 to 10 p. in. it is possible for a student to take
as little as two hours of work per week. . Fees are higher than in
most of the voluntary continuation schools, being 10 marks for two
week-hours per semester and 15 marks for four week-hours.

The c urriculum includes the principal subjects usually given in a
German commercial schoolEnglish, French, German, penmanship,
stenography, arithmetic, bookkeeping, typewriting, and German cor-
respondence. The most popular subjects are stenography, with 555-
ioupils; penmanship, with 285 pupils, and typewriting, with 281
pupils. English comes next with 164 pupils and French next with
119 pupils. The total enrollmentpf the school for the winter semester
1912-13, in day and continuation classes, was 1,293, making this the
largest of the nonpublic group of schools.

H. COMPULSORY CONTINUATION SCHOOLS;

While for 10 yt ars the city of Berlin has required all employed
' boys between the ages of 14 and 18 to attend continuation classes,

similar provision for girls was not made until April 1, 1913. The law,
modeled after that which established the compulsory continuation
schools for boys, provides that "All female unmarried workers
employed in industrial or commercial pursuits within the precincts
of the city of Berlin are compelled to attend and take part in the
instruction of the established industrial and commercial continuation
schools of the municipality of Berlin.". This obligation lasts until the
dime of tfle school semester in which the pupil completes her seven-
teenth year: For those pupils failing in this time to complete the
requirements of the .continuation school, the period of compulsory
attendance is extended to completion of the eighteenth. year. This
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law provide exemption for those attending a guild or other continus
at ion school in so far as the work done in this school is recognized by
the authorities as equivalent to. that of the compulsory continuation
school; for those who have completed a nine-year course of study in
a higher school; for those suffering from too great physical or mental
deficiencies for them to attend the special schools for unfortunates;
and for foreigners living in the city.

The law prescribes that the instruction shall include occupation
information, life information,.arithmetic, bookkeeping, drawing, and
housekeeping. It provides that the number of hours of instruction
shall not exceed six per week and that they shallbe between 7 a. m.
and 7 p. m. Special schools may be established and special courses
worked out 'for such girls as are incapable of doing the work of the
regular continuation schools.

The employer is obliged to excuse girls from work in time to wash
and-dress properly to appear in class, and the duty of watching over
their attendance also rests upon him. If a girl is prevented from
attending continuation class on account of sickness, her employer
must send a statement to this effect to the school the next time she
goes. If she is absent, from work more than a week, the employer
must notify the director of the school at the end of the first week and
again when she returns to work. If an employer for some particular.
reason (as, for example, on account of special sale) wishes a girl'
excused from a single period of attendance at the school, ho must
send such request to the director of the school before the time he
wishes her excused, stating the reason for his request. A parent or
guardian may not keep a daughter or ward from attendance at the
continuation school. Persons violating any of the above regulations
are subject to a fine of 20 marks ($5) for each offense:

No fees are required of girls attending these continuation schools.

ADMINISTRATION OF THESE SCHOOLS:

The compulsory continuation schools for girls are,placed Under the
same management as those for boysthe city deputation for trade
and continuation schools. The same division of the city into 10 con-
tinuation school districts has been adopted. At present the schools
arc conducted in elementary school buildings, in many cases in the
same buildings where voluntary continuation schools have been
meeting for several years and whe're they still carry on their work. .4

During the year beginning with Easter, 1014, the second year after
the law went into effect, seven 'types of compulsory continuation
schools for girls were in operationfor unskilled workers, for feather
and artificial flower workers, for bookkeepers, clerks, and copyists,
for milliners, for tailoresses, for sales girls, and for seamstresses. A
school for unskilled workers was openedn each of the 10 districtq.'
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None of the special lines of work is given in more than four districts,
sad there is .a single school for each of the following groups of workers :
Feather and artificial flower workers,. milliners, and sales girls.

CURRICULA OF THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF senoot.s.

At least one-fourth of the iustletion in every compulsory continu-
ation school for girls in Berlin relates to housekeeping. The work
includes plain sewing, mending, dressmaking, ironing, cooking, and
study of foodA,_ In the schools for unskilled workers the time given
to this work amounts to one-half the entire time. The remaining
three-fourths or one -half of the time is divided between what is called
"occupation information" and "life information," and subjects relat-
ing to the occupation. This can be seen best by referring to the
curricula of the schools for unskilled workers; sales girls, and seam-
-stresses, as 'given below. It should be noted, however,. RS_ will appear
more clearly later, that the "occupation information" differs mate-
rially in the different types of schools, depending on tho occupations
in which the girls are engaged.

entRICVLT/11 OF SCIlotif, FOR l'Ii8K11.1.F.1 WORKERS.
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COURSES OF STUDY FOR UNSKILLED WORKERS.

24

The .occupation information given in these schools is similar in
many rospects to that given in the schools for unskilled boys, dis-
cw:sed in Section I. The following topics are considered:

The industrial worker in the continuation school.
The industrial worker at her plies of workchoice of work, seeking a position (use

of the newspaper, oral -and written applications, sursistance of teiraers, references,
nrommendationsi, discharge of the worker (work book, laws governing discharge and
ionises, regulations providing for adjustment of differenceiCi, relational° fellow orktes
and to foremen.

The young worker in her occupationownization of the'occupation, the placing
of the worker. the worker on the machine (care in handling the machine, safety
appliances, the factory lire brigade, first aid), hygiene of work slighting. heating,
ventilation, work clothing. the wash room, rest and recreation).

The young worker in a shop or store position.
The girl as packer and buudlo NT:tprvr.
Thu girl iu the shipping roomsending by special &livery, by post, by railway

freight, by water.
The girl and her wageskinds of wages, wage computation, savings banks, receipts,

industrial tribunal, reasonable spending of wages, 'wage deductions for insurance
against sicknrsc accident, and invalidity.

S employer the meaning of cap'tal Alif business, forms of business.

Life information includes the following:
no girl as daughter the:family as the foundation of morality and welfare, care

of the parents in nu.'ntaining and supplying the home, parental authority. duties of
children, duty (if eelf-muintenance, inheritances and wills, guardianship.

The girl VA future housewifebetrothal, marriage, marriage dowry, the place of
they wife in industrial life, the wife in places of honor as guardian, in "are of orphans,
in community welfare work), the wife as companion of het husband, and as proserver
and increaser of his property.

'111,e girl as future mothereducation of the child. institutions for care and educa-
tion of small children, the child in school, authority of the state, the son becomes
sssld verml Asnoieript ion, authority of the empire.

What the wife should know about matters of heulthair,, water, cure of skin, cloth-.
ing. the house, care for a comfortable how, uctivitY and recreation, care of flowers,
',waning of housework, dangers to health from outside influences (weather changes,
(10,0(111o:4s, children's diseaats, alcohol. corsets, tobacco, accidental, care of the sick,
care .f infants.

lnolruct.ion in German composition related to occupation informa-
tion and life information parallel these courses throughout. Girls
write brief compositions on such subjects as "Also housework is
worthy work," "Work makes life sweet," "Speak the truth," "In
long qr remain calm and 'self-possessed," "Our first-aid cabinet,"
"Modern lighting," "Uses of good air," "Health is wealth," "What
regul.ations should I observe as a patient," "Jungos Blut, Spar dein
Gut," "Berlin institutions for care of the aged," "Paper factories,"
"What one should do in case of the death of a relative," "Care for
a comfortable home," "How .do I guard against taking cold," "What
a good housewife is worth." They:are taught, also, letter writing,
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filling out the blanks of the work book, addressing packages, making
out orders, bills of lading, money orders, receipts, and other papers
common in business.

Instruction in arithmetic, carried along with the other subjects and
closely related to them, deals with advertising for a job, clothing,
laundry, division and grouping of work, exercises on machine work
and handwork, value of the machinery of a workshop with allowance

for additions and wear of machines, problems derived from lighting,
heating, and ventilating, from hauling, packing, and shipping; in
calculating wages, savings, insurance, and other wage deductions,

-.and'costs of food supply and other household items. This is followed
by a half year of household bookkeeping.

Housekeeping instruction is divided into three parts: Plain sewing
and mending; dressmaking, making over, washing and ironing; and
cooking and study of foods.

Plain sewing and mending includes both machine and hand work:-
The girls are taught how to make an apron and a simple underskirt,
and how to darn cotton and woolen stockings. This is followed by
making underwear and nightgowns, infants' clothing, and men's
shirts, and nawding by hand and on the sewing machine.

The dressmaking includes simple tailoring. Among other things,
the girls are taught to make a child's jacket out of a man's coat, and
to use up pieces and remnants of goods in various ways.

Cooking and study of foods includes discussion of the most impor-
tent foods in relation to kind, origin, food value, quality and. price,
preserving, and practical exercises in preparing simple meals with
special regard for the value of "left ovors." The dishes are adapted
to different seasons of the year.

COURSES OF STUDY FOR SALES GIRLS.

Occupation information for this group of young workers differs
from that provided for girls in unskilled occupations in almost all
topics except personal hygiehe and even differs in some respects in
this. Omitting some of the details the course as outlined by the
deputation for trade and continuation schools follows:

Entrance into industrial life choice of occupation, meaning of the occupation of
sales girl.

The new community of interests with workersthe continuation'schoolworking
papers, apprentice agreements, business regulations, duties toward the owner of the
business (regard for his interests, honesty, punctuality, orderliness, avoidance, of dis-
putes, and of private business), personal hygiene, use of leisure time for physical
training, walks, play, recreation, and amusement..

Receiving and sending out goodsthe store and its arrangement, storage of goode,
unpacking, arranging, shipping, insuring, paying customs duties.

Bellingeasy cases: Greeting the customer, asking what ho wishes, directing him,
laying out the goods, giving the price, closing the sale, cutting, weighing, or counting
the goods, recording the sale, making change, dismissing the customer. Difficult
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eases: Attitude toward customers whq wish only to look at goods, serving customers
who are undecided and hard to please, serving several customers in a group, timely
summoning of expert help when the isle threatens to miscarry, attitude toward a
customer to whom a sale is not made, exchanging goods, attitude toward just and
unjutt complaints. Tact in selling: Duty of uniform politeness without regard. to
the position of the customer or the value'of the article wanted, handling different
kinds of customers according to age, position, and appearance, attitude of sales girls
who are not busy toward each other and toward the busy sales girl and her custo-
mer. The sales girl as adviser to her customer: Value of thorough knowledge of the
goods, knowledge of current correct taste and styles, skill in showing goods to the
hest advantage, interesting the customer in goods not asked for, sketching desired
articles quickly with a pencil, warning against false statements. Settlement for the
purchase: By payment of money or by check or by other means. Correct statements
concerning the purchase: Without trial, on trial, with privilege of exchange, etc.
The girls are put through practical exercises which illustrate the theOreticul lessons
in selling outlined above.

Decorating display windowspurpose of display windows, means for tasteful deco-
ration of windows (skillful grouping of objects, tasteful arrangement of colors, correct
lines, ornamentation, lighting).

The legal position of the sales girl.
The economic meaning of retailing and wholesaling.

Life information for sales girls is divided into two parts: The sales
girl in community life and the sales girl in home and family relations.
The latter is treated much the same as in the classes for unskilled
girls. The former includes such topics as the value of her calling;
duties of the sales girl to herself, to society, and to her employer;
provisions of the community and of the State for care of workers in
her occupation, in sickness, in case of accident,_ and in old ago.

The work in German composition for sales girls is less general in
character, and bears more directly on their occupation than is pos-
sible with the unskilled workers. It includes letter writing, especially
necessary communications to the employing firm, written descrip-
tions of the various steps involved in selling goods, and similar
topics in addition to filling out blanks and writing on some of the
more practical topics used in the course for unskilled workers.

In arithmetic attention is given to the four fundamental operations
with integers and frattions in relation to selling, rapid calculations,
reckoning personal`receipts and expenditures, tables of weights and
"measures, exercises in connection with the care of health, and with
shipping goods, percentage, rents, discounts, etc. This is followed
by double-entry bookkeeping and household bookkeeping.

Information concerning wares or goods includes qualities, distin-
guishing marks, faults, and adulterations of wares under considera-
tion; raw material related to their production; production of the
wares; uses of wares. A rather careful study is made of textiles,
industrial art wares, and food supplies. In each class of sales girls,
that one of these three principal groups of wares is considered which
directly concerns the pupils.
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Economic geography occupies 30 hours of instruction. Sources of
supply, places of distribution, and routes of shipment are considered.
Berlin as a center of production and distribution is studied. The
economic relations.of Germany, countries with which she trades; and
the German colonies are discussed. However, those matters are con-
sidered only as far as necessary for a.general comprehension of their
economic relations.

Instruction in writing also occupies 30 hours. The aim is to
increase both speed and legibility in writing. am( in the making of
figures. Pen and pencil are both used in this work.

Housekeeping instruction for sale girls covers practically the same
ground as fOr girls in the unskilled occupations, but in one-half the
time, and therefore less thoroughly.

COURSES OF STUDY FOR OTHER TYPES OF CONTINUATION SCHOOLS.

It is not necessary to take up each typo of school and examine its
courses of study in detail. For each type, courses have been worked
out which present the proper subject matter in some such manner as
in the school for sales girls. Girls in the plain-sowing industry give
particular attention to study of raw materials from which textiles
are made, dnd of different methods of making cloth; to study of
finished goods and their uses; and to study of the various processes
involved in plain sewing. Trade drawing also is an important feature
of the curriculum for these girls. This consists of line drawing, orna
mental drawing, designs, drawing of embroidery and lace patterns,
of plaits, collars, sleeves, and trimmings; drawing of garments from
models, measuring and pattern drawing for women's underwear and
kimonas; measuring and pattern drawing for men's nightshirts, over-
shirts, collars, and cuffs.

Girls in the schools for bookkeepers, clerks, and copyists focuss
attention on the many blank forms that must be used, on German
composition, on commercial arithmetici and on bookkeeping. 'l'hoso
in the feather and artificial -flower industry, in addition to a careful
study of the technic of their trade, give 150 hours, nearly one-fourth
of the' entire time, to very practical work in trade drawing.. In a
similar way the schools for milliners and for dressmakers and tailor-
esses, while possessing common elements in housekeeping, in hygiene,
and in life information with, diet other schools, are quite distinctive in
reality as well us in name in, the greater part of their instruction.

The kaw establishing compulsory continuation schools for girls in
Berlin provided that no girls who had reached the fourteenth year
prioi!. to Oc Ober 1, 1912, should bo required to 'attend. When the
sehools opened April 1, 1913, there were in attendance, therefore, no
girlS older than 14i years, unless they attended voluntarily. "This
means that the schools will not bo fully established and reach their
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full attendance, till tbefourth year of their Operation-1916-17. The
attendance during thTfirst year totaled 6,292, distributed as follows:7
In mercantile occupations, 2,798; in clothing industries, 1,115; in
other skilled industries, 489; in unskilled occupations, 1,890; total,
6,292. During the same year the total attendance at the com-
pulsory continuation schools for boys, which had been in full opera-.
tion for several years, was 36,037.

In an earlier chapter it was noted that the compulsory continuation
schools for unskilled boys in Berlin reach practically all boys 14
to 18 years old who are not attending higher schools or continuation
schools for skilled workers. It can not be said that the girls' schools
will be as successful in reaching the girls of these ages. The reason
is that these schools are only for employed childm. A large number
of girls in this age group are at home, without other employment than
helping their mothers with housework, and are thus exempt from
compulsory attendance. That the, number is considerable is indi-
cated by the comparison of. the attendance figures" for the girls' and
boys' schools, as given above. In this connection it should also be
taken into account that a much larger number `of boys than of girls
are free from the compulsory attendance requirement because they
are in the higher schools and voluntary continuation schools. :It is
unfortunate that this considerable number who remain at home with-
out employment should escape the excellent training of these schools.

Another factor which will tend to keep the number of girls in com-
pulsory continuation schools smaller than tho number of boys is the
provision that when a girl marries she is exempt from further com-
pulsory .attendance. A. considerable number marry before reaching

.18 years of age.
Girls engaged in unskilled occupations obtain in continuation

schools a more valuable training than beys in unskilled occupations.
The former are required to attend 6 hours per week, the latter only 4
hours. Half of the work for unskilled girls relates directly to house-
keeping, with such subjects es' sewing, dressmaking, remodeling,
ironing, cooking, and study of foods, which are vitally related to the
daily lives of girls and women. There is no such common interest
of vital importance for unskilled boys around which to cotter any
considerable. amount of instruction; or, at any rate, the Born; con-
'titillation schools for boys do not recognize such interest. Citizen-
ship does not have the same appeal to the Berlin boy that dross and

.houso.keeping have to the Berlin girls.
It was to be expected that the Berlin autherities, having made

continuation school attendance compulsory. for bos, would aeon
find that the voluntary plan for girls was initdequato. The velum!
tary continuation schools for girls in herlin have rendered ek:,ellont
service, and will continue to hold an important place in the oduoa-
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tional scheme of the city; but after years of successful operation the
total annual enrollment, including many adult women as well as
girls of ages over 14 years, is 10,792. In a single year the corn-
pulsorkichools gathered in 6,292 14-year-old employed girls. When
the plan is in full operation those schools will undoubtedly furnish
instruction to more than twice as many as were in the voluntary
schools in 1912-13; and all of these will be under 18iwears of age,
while very many of the former were older. Berlin has found 'that
voluntary continuation schools, like voluntary elementary schools;
fail to reach effectively the majority of those who most need their
help.

THE TRAINING OF INDUSTRIAL CONTINUATION
SCHOOL TEACHERS IN PRUSSIA.

Every American student of vocational education in Germany. has
noted the difficulty experienced by the authorities in obtaining suit-
able teachers of industrial subjects. The difficulty has been more
serious in the part-time or industrial continuation schools, attended a
fow hours per week by apprentices, than in the full-time higher grade
industrial schools. Tho greater part of continuation school teachers
have come from the corps of teachers in the elementary school
Caro has been exorcised to choose, as far as possible, men who show
natural aptitude for the work to be done, and who have made some
preparation in the subject by attendance upon special technical or
drawing courses in the higher industrial schools, like the Handwor-
korschuleu or Tischleischule of Berlin, or by work out of school
hours in commercial shops. They are men who are willing to teach
from two to six hours per week in the continuation schools after aim-

. pletion of the elementary school day for the additional income which
this extra work affords, or who are still more willing to be trans-
ferred to full-time work in the continuation schools, whore the annual
salary is 600 marks ($150) larger than in the elementary schools.
It should be remembered that these men have gone through an ex-
tended course ofiraining in preparation for elementary teaching.
The standard of such training is completion of an elementary school
course, three years in a preparatory school, and three years in a
teachers' training school. Then follow a year of military service.
and two or three years of assistant teaching before the second or final
examination for full entrance into the teaching profession can be
taken.

The other .
source of teachers for the schools in question has-been the

industries themselves. Those who have Come from this source have
bben, for the most part, master workmen with teaching ability who
were waling to take a feW hours per week from their shops to serve
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as teachers of apprentices attending the continuation, schools, or who
have given up the practice of their trades altogether in order to devote
their entire time to teaching this work.

The proportion of professional trachers to practical men in the
corps of industrial continuation school teachers of Prussia has always
been large. On December 1, 1912, there were 13,161 of the former
and 3,015 of the latter. This does not take account of commercial
continuation schools, of continuation schools for unskilled workers,
or for girls, or of the schools maintained by guilds. By far the larger
part of the above number are part-time teachers, giving not to exceed
six hours per week of instruction, the men from the indnstries teaching
only trade subjects, including drawing, and the professional teachers
having charge of all the general subjects and a considerable part of the
trade subjects. Among the teachers giving their full time to indus-
trial continuation school work the proportion of practical men is much
larger. There were 242 of these to 460 professional teachers in 1912.
Prior to April 1, 1914, the full-time teachers were drawn chiefly from
those who had first served in part-time work.

From the first the management of industrial schools, which is
lodged in a department of the Ministry of commerce and industry,
has recognized that this method of selecting teachers was temporary,
to be continued only till amore satisfactory plan could be worked
and put into operation. Most of the professional teachers lacked the
technical and practical knowledge and the familiarity with the daily
shop environment and 'conditions to make their teaching of greatest
value to apprentices. On the other hand the practical men lacked
pedagogical knowledge, and often failed to achieve desired results
because of unwise methods. Many of them also were deficient on the
theoretical side of their trade.

To remedy these defects short full-time courses, given usually in
the summer, were established in different parts of Prussia. These
courses were primarily forAhose already appointed to continuation
school positions, and have been attended principally by these; though
a, few, also, who are seeking appointment attend.

This arrangement was a decided improvement, particularly in
case of the practical men. Moreover; it seemed to embody all that
could reasonably be required of part-time teachers, who at most would
give only a few hours 8 week to continuation. school teaching while
continuing their regular work in Volksschule or shop the rest of the
time. However, for Hauptamtlichelehrer, whose entire time was to
be devoted to industrial continuation school teaching, more thorough
and systematic preparation seemed desirable and justifiable. Furt)3er-
more, it was deemed wise to reduce gradually the part-time teaching,
which in 1912 was two-thirds of the whole, and increase the full-time
teaching.
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in September, 1912, the ministry of commerce and industry
announced that a Seminar Kursus, or teachers' training course, of
one year's duration would be opened the following Easter. in the
industrial Art School of Charlottenburg. The purpose of the course
would be the preparation of full-time teachers for the industrial con:
tinuation schools. At first the course would be limited to three,prin-
cipal groups of trades, namely, the methl-working tradesmachine
making, instrument maklag, plumbing, and sheet metal working; the
building tradeshouse construction, nterior finishing, roof construc-
tion, and cabinet making; and certain industries in which ornament

. and design are prominent, as painting and interibr decoraing, book-
binding, and printing, and lithography. The aimouncement`stated
further that the entrance examination would be partly written and

- partly oral, and that both general knowledge and practical ability of
candidate would be tested. Three classes of candidates would tie ad-
mitted to the examination: (1) Artisans possessing a good general edu-
cation and satisfactory practical experience, covering at least .three
years in the trade which they aspired tq teach. Preference would be
given to those who were already teaching part time in continuation
schools. (2) Elementary teachers who had pussed the second exami-
nation, who had made themselves familiar with the technieiknd trade
drawing of an important branch of industry, and, asft.r as possible,
who had already had experience as part-time teachers in the industrial
continuation schools. Those would be given preference who could.
furnish evidence of having had industrial experience. (3) Others's,
possessing, in the judgment of the examining committee, qualificatiohs
equivalent to the above. Those candidates wonki be exempt from
the practical part of the examination who-had spent at least two years
in One of the recognized Prussian middle (full-time) industrial schools,
or the same length of time studying in an industrial art school a trade
belonging to any of the three groups mentioned above. Teacher can-
didates would be exempt from the general examination; also other
candidates who could present evidence of completion of a 9-year school
course. The age limits of candidates would be 24 to 35 years.

This announcement aroused keen interest, especially among men
already engaged in part-time continuation- school teaching, and 299
candidates preaanted . themselves for the entrance examination to the
hew course. Flour-fifths of .these were artisans. Statistics showed
that only 90 full-time teachers wore neotled in Prussia each year for
the continuation schools of the three groups of trades which this
course was to serve. It was decided to fill 30 of these plaeligtoy pro-
moting the best of the part-time teachers, thus encouraging efficiency
sarong this important group . of continuation-school workers. This .

..lettt,430 places to be ftlled by gradhates of the one-year course and
.'299 candidates for entrance to the course. It was necessary to (Altai-
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nate five-sixths of the candidates; and thus avoid 'training men 1.br.
positions which they could not hope to obtain. The sifting proper
is interesting. Amonethe candidates were found 18 practical men
and 3 teachers whose qualifications exempted ,',ern from examination.
Fifty were eliminated who did not measure 1.) to the previously
announced requirements. A largo number of otht were eliminated
becauso their applications showed important ink 'ekes in German
grammar and composition, or whose submitted drawings were unsat-
isfactory. The number of teachers was now reduced to 31, but the
practical men were still so numerous that the committee arbitrarily
selected 36 whose general qualifications, judged by experience, appli-
cations; and drawings, were the best. This left 67 candidates to take
the examination for the 37 remaining places in the training course.

* %Fifteen places were Avon by practical men and 24 by teachers. No
doubt the result was determined in some measure by the policy of
the management to keep the number of teachers and practical men
about equal in the course. -

The general examination of the men from the trades (teachers
were not required to take this) consisted of three parts: (1) An essay
on "Experiences and Observations from the Life of an Apprentice,"
for which' three hours were. allowed; (2) a test in arithmetic, largely
hi the applications of percentage; and (3) oral questions concerning
the candidate's education, trade activities, experience in part-time,
teaching in continuation schools, birthplace, place of employment,
personal interests and reading, and historical and scientific facts
which should be common knowledge. The practical tests differed
eccording to the trades which the men aspired to teach, the principal
part of the test consisting in each case of making as carefully and
accurately as possible a working drawing of some project connected
with the trade. The oral part of this test was technical in character,
but not difficult. For example, candidates for the builders' class were
asked to explain bow to make the different kinds of roof joints, and
how simple arches, window openings, and doorways are constructed
in building a brick wall.

The training course opehed after the Easter vacation, 1913, with a
faculty of 20 members, most of whom give only port time to this
institution. Five of the number are directors of- industrial continua-
tion 'schools, two are lawyers, three are engineers, three painters and
graphic artists, three master workmen, and the remainder are
selected continuation-school teachers.

The curriculum isxdivided into four parts or groups. of subjects.
The first part consists of pedagogical and general subjects, which must

. be taken irrespective of tho trade the student is preparing to teach.
However, certain subjects aro required of the practical men and not_
of .the teachers, and vice' versa, as will be noted later. The following
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subjects are included in the first group: The purpose and moaning of
industrial education, continuation-school methods, practice teaching,
elementary psychology and ethics, arithmetic, German, bookkeeping,
projective drawing, and citizenship. About 20 hours per week out of a
total of 32 aro devoted to this part of the course. The second group
of subjects is for those who are preparing to teach the metal-working

b trades, and comprises technology of iron, machine drawing, study of
machines, plumbing drawing and theory, sheet-metal drawing and
theory, drawing methods, and trade knowledge or information, such
as sources of materials, cost of materials, etc., for machine builders.
The third group is for those preparing for the building trades, avid
includes theory and drawing for builders and interior finishers, theory
and drawing for cabinetmakers, theory and drawing of roof construc-
tion, methods in drawing, and trade information for builders and inte-
rior finishers. The fourth group of subjects is for the ornamental
industries, and includes drawing methods, drawing from objects, let-
tering, painting, trade theory, and such special subjects as book-
binding and printing, with appropriate drawing.

From one-fourth to one-third of the student's time is occupied
with drawing, almost all of which is closely related to the trade ho
expects to teach.

The course is arranged differently for the two classes of students,
the practical men giving more time to pedagogy and the professional
teachers more time to technical subjects and drawing. For example,
the practical men have three semester hours of psychology and
ethics, while these subjects are omitted from th.e program of the
teachers, since they studied them in preparation for elementary
teaching. The practical men must take 7 semester hours of practice
teaching, 2 the first semester and 5 the second, while this work is
reduced to 5 semester hours for the teachers. In addition the prac-
tical men take .6 hours of observation work per week for one-fourth
year. On the other hand, the teachers alone have projective drawing
and in the metal industry group technical study of iron.

The practice teaching is, of course, done in an industrial continua-
tion school under the direction of the professor of pedagogy in the
seminar course. Classes are divided into groups of 15 for this work.
The first few hours are spent in observation and the rest in actual
teaching after carefully prepared lesson plans. The criticisms of the
professor follow, with questions and discussions.

Moreover, much attention is given to methods in each of the sub-
jects taught. The aim is to give the student practical methods of
presenting his subject, as well as to review him and strengthen him
in the subject matter, the assumption being that he already has
considerable knowledge of the subject matter. This was quite
marked in-two trade drawing classes visited, one of them taught by
the director of the school;"
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Extensive use is made of Lehrmittel, or teaching materials, such as
,parts of machines, fine mechanical and optical instruments, plumbing

suriplies and fixtures, ornamental iron work, models of buildings and
parts of buildings, etc., most of which serve as models for trade draw-
ing, as well as for illustrative material. The institution, young as it is,
already has n good collection of Lehrmittel and is constantly adding to,
its collection.

.

That this youngest of Prussian educational institutions is consid-
ered a permanent and important feature of the Cducational system is
shown by the plans for its development. There will be added at the
beginning of the next school year, Easter, 1915, two other grolips of

industries to the three already included in the course. The first of
these; Nahrungsmittelgetverbe, includes the trades whicll have to do
with the preparation and service of foods--bakeis, butchers, cooks,
waiters, etc. The second, Bekleidungsgewerbe, includes the two
principal clothing industries, those of the tailor and shoemaker. This
will, of course, necessitate increasing the number of students in
attendance by whatever numbe.r of teachers are needed each year
in these groups of trades.

It is proposed to extend the course to two years and thus make of
it a seminar or training school, instead of continuing it as a training
course. The experience of the first year has convinced those in
charge that one year is entirely too short a time for the proper

itraining of eil er the professional teachers or the practical men.
One year's tr ming might suffice if the former were to teach only
arithmetic, German, and citizenship, and the latter only drawing and
trade theory and practice.. It has been accepted, however, as one of
the fixed principles of continuation school instruction in Prussia
that a full-time teacher in these schools should teach all subjects to
each class of boys placed in his charge: It is maintained that in this
way the subjects are correlated, the training as a whole given unity, I
and the teacher made to feel respoosibility for the, success of his
pupils to a degree impossible of attainment when the class is taught
by two or three teachers. This requires, however, that the teacher
shall be thoroughly trained; hence the necessity for expanding the
course.

It is proposed also to start in the near future short courses at
this institution for the further training of part-time teachers. Such
eourses, as has been pointed out, have been given for some years in
different parts of Prussia, attended mostly by those already teaching
in part-time positions. This training school, with its able faculty,
its special equiprent and definite pedagogical aims, should, say the
authorities, become the principal place for such work.

It is the ambition of -Prof.. Hecker, who has charge of this now
institution,. to make this! the center of the industrial continuation-
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school activities in Prussia. He proposes the erection of a specially
designed group of buildings to house a Kundewerbeachisle, or indus-
trial art school; a Gewerbeschille, or industrial school, offering full-
time courses in a variety of trades; a Grwerbliche FortbildungsschulE,
or industrial continuation school, with courses in all of tho principal
trades, 'and this seminar, with its course expanded to two years.
Prof. Hecker expressed confidence that such a group of buildings
will be constructed within a few yean. The seminar would thus
have immediately at hand the best of facilities for practice teaching
and observation work. Opportunity would also be provided for.
more extensive study of trade technic and drawing on the part of
students who showod weakness along these lines. Prof. Hecker
hope's also to develop the present collection of teaching materials
(Lehrmitp.1) into a State continuation-school museum and libriiry,-
where may be found all kinds of models, materials, and publications
of use to the continuation-school teacher.

It must be admitted that at present the scope of this institution is
quite: limited in ef,mparison with the possibilities of teacher training
in the continuation-school field. It does not attempt to provide for
the training of teachers for boys' commercial continuation schools,
which enroll nearly half as many pupils as the industrial, or for the.
schools for unskilled workers, which in Berlin are attended by 40 per
cent of the total number in continuation schools, or for the girls'
commercial, trade, or homemaking continuation schools, which have
hardly begun to find a place in German educational organization.
It trains only industrial continuation- school teachers. Nor does it
train all of these. It confines its attention to full-time teachers,
leaving to. accident or to short-course temporary schools organized
here and there the training of.,that large group of part-time teachers
who. do two-thirds of the work in these schools. Alnroover, it con-
cerns itself only with the three most important groups of industries
the metal working, building, and ornamental traAlesWhich employ
the majority of skilled workers. Finally, it trains only about two-
thirds of the teachers appointed each year in the schools toaching
those groups of trades, the remaining third being promoted from
part-time positions.

However, the significant fact remains that a perfectly definite and
highly important step has been taken in the direction of providing
adequate training for continuation-school teachers, and this where
tho need was' greatest. The rest will undoubtedly follow, including
first, some such development of this school as outlined above,, and
later, provision in other schools for the training of teachers for boys'
commercial, and general, and for girls' commercial, trade, and borne-
making continuation schools.

:!;;,.;;
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IV. DUAL CONTROL IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN
PRUSSIA.

86

In the discussion of dual versus unit, control in connection with
vocational education in the United States much has !wen said con-
cerning the efficiency of the dual system in European countries,
particularly in Germany,. and sonic of the strongest advocates of
dual _control are men who base their position on investigation of
industrial education in the German States. While the American
problem differs in essential features from that of Germany, owing to
markedly different social and industrial conditions, there can he no
doubt that the German system offers many suggestions of value to
this country and that it deserves careful study. Such study must
be discriminating, however. It must not assume that the dual
character of the German system is essential to its success, and least
of all that, because part of a successful system there, it should be
adopted here. Nor is it sufficient to consider the dual system in relw
tion only to the efficiency of vocational education. Its effect on
education as a whole, especially its elementary stages, must not be
overlooked.

It seems, therefore, worth while to make more careful examination
than has yet been made of dual control in one of the German States.
Prussia is selected because of its importance in the Empire and also
because it furnishes the hest example of dual control.

In Prussia the ministry of commerce and industry is charged with
responsibility for technical, commercial, and industrial education for
both sexes with the exception of that carried on in institutions of
college and unis=ersity grade. Under the direction of this ministry
aro (1) many kinds of full-time middle technical, trade, and commer-
cial schools such as builders' schools, cabinetmakers' schools, ma-
chinery schools, merchants' schools, and industrial art schools; (2)
voluntary continuation schools, both industrial and commercial,
meeting evenings and Sundays and attended chiefly by adult workers;
and (3) all kinds of compulsory continuation schools, including
industrial, commercial, and general schools for boyif. and industrial,

\ commercial, and homemaking schools for girls. The continuation
schools were added to this list some thirty years ago when it was
decided, to make them more industrial in character. Within the last
two years tiers) has been a further development of the system. A
Prussian seminar or normal school, for training teachers for the
industrial continuation schools, has been. established by the minis-
try foi commerce and industry. It *ems probable that schools
for training teachers for other type, of continuation schools will
follow.
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It is obvious, therefore, that Prussia has not one but two systems
of education under different departments of the Government. One
system has charge of all children up to 14 years of age, or till such
time as the:elementary coinse is completed, and such others as con-
tinue their general education to a later ago. The other system con-
cerns itself only with such as go into industry or .commerce at 14
years of ago or devote themselves to special training for. technical or
commercial pursiiita. Not only are these two systems of education
ur.der different ministries or Government departments, but they are
organized locally in each city under different .authorities. In' the
ease of vocational education much care is taken to obtain the coop-
eration of local industrial and commercial interests in the manage-
ment of the schools.

! Dual control has been in effect so long in Prussia that there is little
disposition to question its wisdom. If an American raises the ques-
tion, ho is met by arguments that have a familiar sound to those
who have followed the vocational education movement in this
country. In tlii* way, and in this way only, it is claimed, can the
industrial schoolsbe Trade and kept practical. If placed under the
same management as the element ary-sdiools, they become academic,
and the very purpose for which they were established is defeated.
rn fact, it is pointed out, the continuation schools were taken away
from the ministry in charge of education and placed under the min-
istry for commerce and industry, because the former failed to adjust
them to the needs of the boys. in attendiknee. Moreover, changes are
constantly taking place in industry. The ministry of commerce and
industry is sensitive to these changes, and is therefore in better posi-
tion to. adjust the training of its youthful workers to them. Again,
the management of the regukr schools, from the State ministry
down to the local officer or board, is handicapped by decades, and
even centuries, of educational 'tradition, while the present manage-
ment of in4ustrial and commercial schools is entirely free from this
handicap. Tho men in charge have not been thinking in the grooves
of educational tradition; they are therefore freer to determine what
industry and commerce need through these special schools, and they
are more ready to provide it. . Finally, the- policy of dual control
places the industrial and commercial schools in. charge of men who
have a definite problem. Vocational' educion could not receive as
thorough consideration from officials concerned with all the various
problems of educational administration as from a board and.execu-
erre officer-whose sole brin.ess it is to look after vocationandlication,
*particularly if the latter are in close touch ',with industry slid the
former are not.

In practice' there is a considerable degree of cooperation between
the two systems. Many of the administrative and executive officers
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of the industrial education system were drawn from the general edu-
cation system. Elementary school buildings and .equipment, are
used extensively for continuation school classes. Most important of
all, the great majority of continuation school teachers come from the
elementary schools. In 1912, of the 16,176 industrial continuation
school teachers in Prussia, 13,161 had received the pedagogical train-
ing of elementary tes.chersand were then serving in the elementary
schools, teaching in the continuation schools only from two to six
hours per. week in addition to their regular worki or had served in
elementary schools and had been taken over for full-time work in the
continuation schools. This cooperation does not affect the middle
technical schools, however. To be sure it is a one-sided cooperation,

ckthe continuation schools receiving mu . more benefit from it than
the elementary schools, as will appear more clearly later; but it is
important that the relation is one.of cooperation rather than oppo-
sition. There appears to be no-feeling on the part of the authorities
of either system that the other is receiving more than its shaio offt
financial support.

That the Prussian plan of organization has resulted in the devel-
opment of an efficient system of vocational education, especially in
the larger cities, can not be questioned. Granting that there are
certain weaknesses, one must readily admit that in completeness of
organization to care for the vocational needs of her boys and girls
and in the thorough and practical character of vocational instruction
given, Prussia with her dual system has gone much farther than any
other State or country, except some of her sister States of the German
Empire.

However, in considering the question of dual control in Prussia,
it should be borne in mind that her industrial and commercial schools,
both the continuation schools and the full-time middle schools, are
intended for those who have already entered definite occupations or
trades in industry or commerce. In the continuation school, instruc-
tion, largely of a technical character, merely supplements the train-
ing of the workshop or store in trades or in unskilled work already
chosen. The middle schools are for those who have worked two or
three years at a skilled trade and are able to devote all their time
for from one to five semesters to further training in that trade or its
engineering aspects. Prussia does not have schools like the ecoles
professionelles of Paris, or like some institutions in the United States,-.
which take the place or seek to take the 'place of apprenticeship.

It should be remembered, also, that nearly all the boys and girls
in the elementary schools leave school and begin work at the age of -
14 years. The only day schools open to them, were they able and
disposed to continue their education; are . the schools that prepare
for teaching, which limit attendance to the needs of the profession.
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It must not `be forgotten, moreover, that the problem of dual
control presents different aspects in case of the middle technical
and voluntary continuation schools from those presented in the
compulsory continuation schools. Tho former are more remote
than the latter from the elementary schools. Such of their puilils
as enter with an elementary trainingas most of them dohave

been out of school two or more years; except as they have attended
continuation schools while employed as apprentices. On the other
hand, pupils in the continuation schools have come directly from the
elementary schools. It is obvious that separate control is more

. logical in the former case than in the latter. In fact, such control
was originated for the middle technical schools and was later ex-

' tended to- include the compulsory continuation schools.
One effect of dual control in Prussia has been to hinder adjustment

of the elementary school to present-day needs through introduction
of industrial arts and appeal to vocational interest. It has already
been noted that a large proportion of teachers in continuation schools
come from the elementary schools. Most of these give only iCfew
hours per week to continuation-school teaching, continuing their
regular work as elementary teachers. Naturally these would carry
back to their- daily work in the classroom something of the methods,
the interests, and even of the content of the vocational schools. This
has little opportunity to function, however, as will appear more clearly
later. 0n the other hand, 460 of the 702 teachers in. Prussia NA°
give their entire time to continuation-school work, have been drawn
from the elementary schools, and nearly. 50 are added to the list each
year in the metal and building trades alone. These aria attracted
to the continuation schools by the larger salaries and the practical
character of the work. It is probable that the increase in salary,
amounting to about 800 marks per year, is the stronger attraction;
but it is the elementary teacher who has shown the keenest interest
and greatest ability in part-time vocational teaching in the continua-
tion schools who is chosen for full-time work, with this substantial
increase in salary. In most cases he has given many nonteaching
hours to study of trade technic or drawing in a middle technical
school or to actual trade experience in a commercial shop. The
elementary schools thus lose each year to the vocational schools,
which is the same as to another system, many of their most ambi-
tious teachers, those who are most willing to make sacrifices in order
to fit themselves for, better positions; What is still more important,
the loss is in teachers to whom the industrial element and vocational
interest in education make the strongest appeal. This in part
accounts for the failure of Prussian elementary schools to make use
of these important factors in geography, language work, arithmetic,
history, and, other 'subjectsa failure which has been noted by
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American students of German elementary education. Prussian ele-
mentary-school teachers do not, with rare exceptions, believe in things
industrial or vocational in the elementary school; this is the place
for the "fundamentals" of education, with a traditional definition
of "fundamentals." This attitude may be accounted for, in some
measure, by the fact that the men who do believe in introducing the
industrial element in elementary education and are best qualified to
do it are annually removed to the vocational system. It may be
argued that these men would be drawn off to the vocational schools.
just the same under unit control, but they would then remain in the
same educational system and their separation from elementary edu-
cation could not be so. complete. ,

mHowever, it is of much more serious consequence in keeping the
industrial element and vocational interest out of the elemedtary
school that, because of the dual system, the management- of ele-
mentary, schools is cut off froin contact with the problems of voca-
tional education. From the State ,minister in charge of odubation
doitrii to the humblest local official, it is understood that vocational
education belongs to another department of the Government. The
usual school authorities are not expected to concern themselves about
it It is noteworthy that even manual training, which American
educators still measure more in educational than in vocational values,
is taught in very few Prussian elementary schools, and where taught .

at all is elective as an additional subject to the required course, has
meager equipment, and is taken by very few pupils. For example,
in Berlin this subject is not taught. In Steglitz, an important,
suburb of Berlin, one of the large elementary schools equipped, for
manual training had only two boys taking this subject at the time
the school was visited. True, sewing, darning, mending, and similitr
handwork for girls have had a place in the curriculum, but their
teaching has had little industrial significance. As pointed out above,
little attempt is made to vitalize the usual school subjects by intro-
thiction of the industrial element or appeal to vocational interest.
School adthinistrative and executive officials are not expected to
concern themselves with this phase of education. If they were
obliged to face day after day the task of training 14 to 18 year
old boys and girls for the positions they fill or hope to fill in commerce
and industry, they would probably feel more keenly the value of- the
industrial element in elementary education.

Still another aspect of this absence from the elementary school of
the. industrial element and appeal to vocational interest deserves
consideration,amely, its effect on the boy's preparation for.industry
and the continuation school. Prussian teachers fake the stand that
the elementary school: as now conducted, with its thorough training
in religion, reading, writing, arithmetic, 'geography, history, nature
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study, and drawing affords the best preparation that can be given up
to the age of 14 years, no matter what the boy's occupation is to be,

tieunlesshe is going into one of t e professions. The German teacher
emphasizes the principles of his bjects rather than their applications.
On the other hand, in the continuation school and industry emphasis
is entirely on the applications. When the boy reaches the age of 14
years, work of one character is broken off abruptly and work of a
distinctly different character is taken up in ,a school which has very
different aims and is under an entirely different management. At
the same time the boy is thrown into the busy world of industry or
commerce and compelled to make new adjustments there. The much-
discussed gap between the American elementary and high schools is
not so great as that which the Prussian boy of 14 faces as ho leaves
the elementary school. To be sure, one purpose of the continuation
school is to bridge this gap between school and industry, but it is
built on the industry side and reaches only halfway across. It is
wealth noting that the one city in Germany which has done signifi-
cant work in putting real life into the elementary school is Munich,
the largest city in the Empire where unit control is in effect.-

It should also be observed that the dual system apparently dis-
courages the, development of a wise plan of vocational guidance. In
the United States consideration of vocational education .j led
to the conclusion that boys and girls need assistance other than that
usually afforded by parents in choosing the vocation they will enter,
as'well as training for efficiency-after the choice has been made. To
be sure, this movement is comparatively new, and there is much dis-
cussion as to the measure of responsibility to be taken in the matter
by the parent; by the school, by the State, and by industrial and com-
mercial organizations. Nevertheless, the need of a rational plan
has become obvious, however responsibility may ho shared; and the
conviction is growing that the elementary school must be so organ-.,
ized and conducted as to bb4he primp factor in this plan. Prussia,
with her comprehensive and efficient system of vocational schools in
operation for years,' has done little in the way of vocational guid-
ance. What is done is chiefly in the hands of guilds, chambers of
industry, and other industrial or commercial organizations, which
look at the problem from the point of view of industry and commerce
rather than from 'that of the boy's needs. In Berlin not even this
organized effort at vocational guidance exists, though the need is
recognized. The old German custom of a son taking up the occupa.

. tion of his father has broken down, under Modem industrial and
social conditions, the rapid developmpt of the factory system being
in large measure responsible for 'this. Choice of occupation must

The period varies with different cities; In Berlin cotapnisory,continuation schools far boys have been
itehttained since 1006, and for girls since 1914
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be made by the great majority of boys, or by their parents for them,-
before the age of 14 years is reached. They can not expect help in
this important matter from the industrial or commercial continua-
tion schools, for these have nothing to do with the boy till he has
entered upon his apprenticeship.

If the perplexed parent turns to the elementary school, he finds
that his boy has had nothing ,here to help him discover his aptitudes
or to give him information concerning the different industrial and
commercial activities of his community. Directors of schools report
that the parent sometimes asks adVice of the teacher, but as a rule
the teacher has had slight contact with industrial activities, and has
had opportunity only to observe the boy in school work of an aca-
demic character. At best he can advise the parent only as to the
general qualities of mind and temperament which have marked the
boy's work along nonindustrial lines. The administratiVe authorities
of elementary schools, as has been noted, have no occasion to consider,
are not expected to consider, questions pertaining to vocations;
the fundamentals of elementary education constitute their problem.
This important matter fails to receive consideration through division
of responsibility between two independent educational authorities.

The advantages claimed for the dual system in Prussia have been
suggested in an earlier part of this chapter. There can be no question
that both the industrial continuation schools and middle technical
schools are practical. Their work is closely relatedto the industries
in which their pupils are engaged. The organization is simple and
reasonably flexible. Cooperation of employers and workers in the
industries has been secured. The officials know what is going on in
industry and show no hesitancy in adjusting the work of these schools
to changing conditions and processes in industry. Given a definite
task, they are performing it well. The same can be said, though a
little less emphatically, concerning the commercial continuation
schools, and part of it can be said concerning the continuation schools
for unskilled workers.

Undoubtedly these conditions, or most of them, are .essential to
the success of any system of industrial education. However, two
questions naturally arise: (1) "Are the advantages limited to the
dual system I" and (2) "Are the disadvantages discussed' above
inherent in the dual system I" In considering these questions it
must be remembered that the German elementary school system dates
back to the Reformation and has centuries of tradition behind it;
that its administrative and executive personnel changes very slowly;
that industrial education in Prussia is supplementary to trade
experience and not preliminary to it, and that the situation is dif-
ferent in case of the middle technical schools, which receive a rela-.
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tively small number of pupils after two or three years of trade
experience, than it is in ease of the continuation schools, which receive

.911, or practically all, pupils when they leave the elementary schools.
Yet none of these conditions, nor all of them, seem to make neces

sary a separate school system. The regular school system of Pinssia,
supported join ily by the State and community, was organized for
the service of society. Indeed it had its origin, as has all education,
in the desire to fit the youth for his work as an adult. In other_
words, it was originally vocational in purpose.

Possibly it would have taken longer to develop through existing
educational organization the different industrial and commercial
schools of various types that have grown up under the dual system,
but it could have been done if the same energy and intelligence had
.been fecused on the educational organization that were,centered on
building up the new system. - .

Dual control sets apart the elementary school from industry, and
emphasizes the academic character of its work in the minds of
teachers, pupils, school. authorities, and parents alike. It tends in
this way to justify itself and to make itself appear the more necessary
by widening the gap between elementary education and industrial
lifethe gap which industrial education seeks to bridge. This con-
dition also makes it impossible for the elementary school to take its
proper place either in the preparation of the boy for industry or in
a rational plan of vocational guidance, for both depend on a different
kind of elementary school than exists in Prussia to- day au ele-
mentary school in which the indlistrial element and vocational interest
have found a place.
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